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CHAIRMAN: ( Interpretation): The Meeting is called to

order.

We are here, today to discuss a statement made by the

Delegation of Belgium-Luxambourg on 9th June and circulated

as Document E/PC/T/9O of 10th June. I declare the discussion

open. The first speaker on my list is the Delegate for the

Netherlands.

Mr. L. GOTZEN (Netherlands): As has already been

explained by Mr. Speekonbrink during our previous meeting on

this question, although in soveral respects the position of

the Belgian-Luxembourg Economic Union on the one hand and

the Netherlands on the other is different, and we, therefore,

cannot underline all commentsmade by Mr. Forthomme,the

Netherlands Delegation in a general why share the grave

feeling of uneasiness of our Belgian friends with regard to

the trend of the discussions on certain matters, a trend to

weaken the principles for which the Charter stands, that is,

groaterfreedomand expansion of international trade.

This feeling of uneasiness has been caused by the

of various amendments on the Charter, as it has

been drafted in London and afterwards at Lake Success,

amendments aiming attheconfirmation of certain privileges

and even at the creation of new privileges. In this respect

I may recall to mind the amendment on Article 14, Paragraph 4

with regard to internal taxes, the proposeddolotion of the

first paragraph of Article 15 and the Australian amendment

on Article 24, Paragraph 1(b).
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In connection with this last amendment I should licke

to remind you, Mr, Chairsan, of the speech of our distinguished

Australian colleague on the substance of Articlk 24 and

ospccially of sub-pargraphs (b) and (o).

-.s regards the lattcor, Dr. Coonbs said, according to

tho ruvisod toxt, inter alia:

"R:-1e (c) is not of such importanic ferom that point

of viow, bôcauso I believe that tho nogotieating parties

can bc trusted to t2kc only such rioticci of tha REul

as it is entitled to. Conse;qunrtly, îri do nlet propose

to worry vcery r.uch about the inclusion cof (c). 1s

a stater-;,nt of a general point of viciw 'i7 are not

opposcd to it, in fact, we fuvour it, and therefore

wo7 are content to lot it go, althOugh ve do think it

is superfluous."

Mr. Chairlian, the NTethDrlands D l-tgition do definitely

not think that this sub-paragraph is superfluous. In the

.text, as it now stands, it is said that: IlTie binding or

consolidation of low tariffs or of tariff-free treatraent

shall in principle be recognized as a concession equivalent

in value te the substantial reduction of high tariffs or the

elimination cf' tariff prQfcrencfis. "

I -;-;t to stress the- fact that u7e hav* cerEe to Gnileva

on the understanding that the very considerable offtr 7e made

when we a-reed te thr. cl- uscs on quantitative restrictions

would be ccuntErbalan-ced by substantial reductions on tariffs

and margins of prcferencE, oven in t1iosecuses whers wa, as

a lcw-tariff-courtry, could not dreary of offering equivalent

reductions
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This Mr. Chairmen, is why for us the agreed principle

of Article 24(c) hs been one of the pillars of the Charter.

Of course Dr. Carmbs is rightwhen ho stated that it

is the task of the negotiators to give effect to this claused,

but having had only quantitative restrictions at our

disposal as a means to negotiate tariff reductions, we

cannot be expected to sacrifice that bargaining powar if it

is not clearly and vory definitely agreed that the negotiators

shall take that into account and not carry on the negotiations

on the basis of equivalentreductions of tariffs only.

M. rever, if we offer to world trade an entirely open market,

or a prectically open market as the case may be, we may

bind ourselves to continue doing so or we may offer a small

reduction of small tariffs, but the factthat we have not

the means to offer big reductions of big rates should certainly

not work out to our disadvantage. We are for these reasons

willing to await the results of the negotiations but if they

are not satisfactory from the point of view I have just mentioned

and, therefore, not in accordance with the multilateral principle

underlying these negotiations, we shall have to reconsider our

position.

Moreover, Mr. Chairman, the netherlands Delegation are

of the opinion that augmentations of tariffs, the imposing

of new quarantine regulations and other matters we learnt about

during the last months, would be in contradiction to the

recommendations made by the Preparatory Committeein Annexure
10 to the London Report andespegially tothe paragraph

dealing with the "avoidance of new tariff or other restriot

measures", confirmed in some cases in formal agreements
between certain members of this Conference not to take any

S
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now measure affecting international trade pending the discussions

and negotiations on the Charter and the tariff agreement.

Of course we heve to await the reports of the different

sub-committees which are now studying the various amendments

and the result of the discussion in the Preparatory Committee

afterwards, but the Netherlands Delegation think it might in

the meantime be useful to explain their view on these

matters, which are of great importance for the economic policy

of the Netherlands.
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CHAIRMAN: Dr. Coombs.

Dr. H.C. COOMBS (Australia): Mr. Chairman, I think we have

some 'ause to be grateful to the BelgianDelegation for providing

us with this opportunity to look back over our work as a whole.

There is a danger when we are concentrating from day to day on

particular parts of the Charter that we find ourselves drifting

almost impereeptibly into a position where we partially read the

Charter and make judgments on that partial reading.

Before going on to deal with what appoars to me to be the

partial readingof the Charter by the Belegiandelegate, I want to

refer to one or two specific matters which to some extant may have

precipitated this review.

The first is some remarks which I made in relation to Article

24 (c), particularly in relation to the value to be attached to

the binding of low rates of duty. What I said at that time was

that it was not practicable to lay dow in advance a rule which

would enable nagotiators to assess the value of the binding of a

low rate of duty in advance; that that value could be assessed only

in relation to a particular binding and that it would very accord-

ing to the commodity being bound and the circumstances in which the

binding took place. I think the very example quoted in particular

by the delegate from the Netherlandsdemonstrates, perhaps with a

slightly different emphasis from what I have in mind, but neverthe -

less demonstrates, the truth of what I said. He drew attention

to one particular type of case, a case in which the binding of a

low rate of duty was taking place where quantitative restrictions

had previously been operative and were no longer to be operative.

Now let me say quite definitely that, so far as the Australian delega-

tion is concerned, we would agree, without qualification, that the

binding of a low rate of duty in circumstances whereas in the past

E/PC/T/EC/PV.2/17p
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quantitative restrictions were operative and in the future were no

longer to be operative, that the biading of that low rate of duty

did in faot carry a high negotiating value, and we would be pre-

pared, I trust, to accept that, not merely in principle as in

Article 24 (c), but in practice in negotiations.

The second point that I feel it is important to correct is the

impression created by certain parts of the statement relating to

agreements covering primary products which by past experience have

been demonstrated to be that subject of instability in priss - the

impression created that the pursuit of stability in the prices of

those primary produts is in the interests of primary producing

countries only.

Two comments we have on that:

The first is that we believe that stability in the prioe of the

major primary products entering into world trade is not merely in

the interests of the countries which produce them but profoundly in

the interests of the countries which buy them and, to be sure that

the nature of the agreement is such as to guarantee that, we have

not only agreed to, but advocated strongly, the equal representa-

tion of importing end exporting countries an the bodies which pro-

duce these plans and the bodies which administer them.

The position is therefore that if any proposed agreement is

not such that it is in the interests of consuming countries as well

as in the interests if the produeing countries, then there is no

agreement.
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So far as the other points which I wish to refer to are

concerned, I think they can perhaps be best dealt with in the

general comments which I wish to make. As I said, there is a

danger that we will full into the habit of looking at a part of

the Charter, and the easiest mistake of that kind, is, I think, to

concentrate yourattention either on the general rules, if they

happen to be general rules that seem a bit restrictive to you, or

to the exceptions, if they appear to be exceptions to a rule which

you like. It is necessary to look at both, and, furthermore, to

consider the nature of the circumstances in which the exceptions

become operative.

There are two reasons why it has become necessary to amplify

and modify the general rules embodied in the Charter. The first

is that we are dealing with a world in which there are a variety

of types of economy, a number of countries organized on varying

political and economic philosophies, and it is our purpose not

to compel countries to adopt different economic and political

philosophies but to make it possible for them to live together

with mutual advantage.

The second reason is that it has been reeognised that, in the

light of our past experience, we cannot confidently expect that

we will never again face serious world-wide economic difficulties

and that we must, therefore, in layingdown any generalrule,

contemplate the possibility that that rule may be operative in

conditions so difficult that its observance becomes a technical

impossibility.

It is in relation to the latter kind that I want to cmphasise

the importance of realising, when we look at an exception, that it

is an exception designed to deal with a particular type of problem,

and that if that problem does not arise then the exception is no
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longer signifieant, Because there are variety of types of

problems which the worldhas to encounter in the past, we

have had to make a great number of exceptions andmodifications of

rules in ordertoassure pepolethat it theseproblems do arise in

the future they will not have theirhands tied behind their backs.

That does not meanthatweanticipate/those problems will arise,

but meroly that it isessentialthat we should ensure against the

possibility.

I think we come tolookat theCharterasawholein the light

of those two sets of circumstances.Firstly, that we are dealing

witha world which is not uniform,and secondly, in a world in which

nobody can feel any absolute confidence about the future, and the

qualifications attachable to our various general rules, there must be

recognition of the need to be realistic, and recognition that only

if we are realistic can countries accept the type of obligations

We areinviting themtoaccept.

In the Belgian delegato's statement, he summarises the

attitude of his delegationin astatementofcertain conditions

which he believes the Charter, as an instrument of the International

Trade Organization, should observe. I find myself with a very

profound sympathy towardsthestaementofthose principles, but

I am conseious, none the less,thatthere is in my mind a somewhat

different emphasis on the meaningofcertainof the words there

which perhaps it would be as well to bring into the open.

The first condition stated was that "the original spirit of

freedom should pervade thewhole document". Now, theidea of

freedom is somothing which runs throughthewhole of the
way

civilizationof which we are all, in one/or another, a part. But

I should like to draw the attention of the delegates to the fact

that there are inthe philosophy of freedom which has grown up in

J. - 9 -
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What we might oall Western Civilization, which has run a long way

beyond the West, two strains. The firpt is tho concept of

freedom as the, absence of restraint, and that is an important and

significant concept of the idea of freedom, but it is not the only

cencept. The other, and equally significant is the concept of

freedom as opportunity. It is not sufficient that a person

should merely be free from restraint, freedom is a mockery if it

does not provide positive opportunity, and the recognition of that

runs through the political lives ofall the countriesrepresented

here, Again and again action is taken not for the purpose

merelyof removingrestraints, but of making freedom mean positive

opportunity.

No one here would suggest that it was an adequate answer to

the problem of providing freedomm for education to sy that a

person was free to go to a school if ho could find a school and if

hecould pay to go there. In every country of the world the,

movement has been in the direction of providing schools, teachers,

and facilities free, and unless that is done, opportunity is not,

in fact, provided.

I give that as an illustration because I think it is profoundly

important that we, in tho field. of international trade, should

recognise that if we are concerned with freedom it is not

suffficient merely to lift restraints. Wemust seethat positive

opportunity exists, and that sometimes may mean positive action.

It is in recognition of that principle that we, for our part, have

worked for the inclusion in the Charter of measures now embodied

in Chapters III, IV and VII in particular, which are designed not

merelyto lift restraints, but to create, positive opportunity.

The Belgian delegate went on to say The striving towards over

freer trade should be strongly streesed . We would agree with
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that provided that the conditions are such that free trade oan

confidently be expected to load to a fuller and better use of the

world resource We have said here again and again that unIess

the world'stresourcesare, generally speaking, fully employed you

do not knew whether freer trade, in the sense of the lifting

of trade barriers will in fact lead to a better use of the worlds

resources, and that, after all, is the purpose of what we are

seeking here.

Thereare, we would say two things. First create th.e

conditions in which freer trade will produce those results and. then,

or at the same time, press on with the freeing of international

trade from the restriantswhich hola it back.
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I think a recognition of the sort of plans which I have made

are embodied in the third. and forth principles advance by the

Belgiandelegate. He states that the sacrifices of each Member

should. be real and proportionate to their economic power and to

the special privileges they enjoy. " That is not mechanical equalit,

it is an adjustment of obligations - the power to carry out those

obligations - and of privileges. Similarly, he says in the next

principle"A measure of equality should be established in the means

of action and defence available to each Member. "

Now means of action and defence do not exist in vacuo. They

are means of action to deal with problems and defence against

largers, and it is clear that equality in any real sense can exist

only if the means of action and defence are appropriate to the

problemswith which they are to deal, and the dan gers to which the

country needing them is exposed.

That again refers back to the point I makeearlier, that we

have in our work on the Charter sou-ht to incorporate in the

Charter the means of action and defence adjusted so that they are

available to Members in proportion to their needs and, we would

profoundly regret any interpretation of equality in the text as

meaning mechanical equality between the weak and the strong, the

ricn and the poor. All of us arefamiliar with Anatole France's

comment about the law and. its majestic equality forbidding both

the rich and the poor to sleep under the bridges.

In. his final principle, the delegatefor Belgium says that

"general prosperity should be sought by orderley and balanced

development of all parts of the world, with equal profit to all. "

Now here, I believe, he has placed his finger upon the thing which

can resolve many of the difficulties which he fears. Do not let

us pretend that there are not fundamental differences of interest

G -12-
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between the different countries represented here. here are.

If nothing else is happening, the growth of new industries in

under-developed countries may be to the detriment of countries

where those industries have been established in the past. Growth

of trade on the part of one country may be at the expense of

another; but that is not necessarily true. Conditions which

prevent it are conditions in which the resources of the world are

fully employed and where the potential resources of the world are

in progressive development

If wecan maintainandfullyemploy an expanding world

economy, then many of the apparent conflicts are resolved in the

common interest and maintenance ofthose conditions, and it does

become possible for orderlyandbalanced development to take place

If it is with completely equal profit to all parts of the world,

then at least without conflict, without loss, with a greater

growth tawards equality of opportunity for different parts of the

world

In other words, Mr. Chaiman, it seems to me that the Charter

on which we are working can either be a banner of hope for the

world:, or it can be a set of chains. which it is depands upon the

spirit with which it is approached, and the genuinenesswith which

the individual .Member countries pursue their obligations under it.

If those obligations are interpreted in a way which primarily seeks

to establish within the country concerned conditions in which the

purposes of the Charter can be achieved freely, if obligations are

fulfilled.and an honest attempt to take into account the circumstan

-ces of other countries is made - then I believe there is real

reason to hope.

On the other hand, if we take a sectional interpretation of

the Charter and try and regard it as a 1egal document from which we

will extract particular clauses according to the circumstances of
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the moment, then there is equally a danger that we will find

ourselves bound with its chains.

it has been my intention, Mr. Chairman, to try and reassure

the Delegate for Belgium that we recognise that the type of

economy which he represents has its special problems, but it

equally has its place in the world which we hope the Charter

will build.; that ls is a place which is not merely an honourable

place but one which gives hope for the future; but that,

equally, it is necessary for the Charter to recognise other

types of economies with different types of problems and

different sets of hopes.

I am not without confidence, Mr. Chairman, that the

Charter in its present form, or the form to which we are

moulding it, is capable of doing that.
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Mr. L.D. WILGRESS (Canada): Mr. Chairman, we alsoare
gratified at the opportunity to review the work of the Preparatory
Committee at this stage, which has been afforded by the statement
delivered the other day by Mr.Forthomme, on behalf of the delegation
representing the BeIgian/Luxemburg Economic Union. This statement
was an excellent summary of the developments which have the

possibility of endangering our work as a preparatory Committee. It

was expressed in concise though arresting terms, since it expresses

the views of a delegation which, througout our discussions, has

played a constructive and important role. It is deserving of the

most thorough examination.

The Canadian delegetion, has given the Belgian statement very

careful study, and I am bound to say that we share their

apprehensions. We have alwaysrealised that the Charter for an

International Trade Organization would have to be a compromise
between. differing forms of economic organization, differing social

policies, and between the circumstances if the more highly. developed
and less developed countries. "'We are therefore in accord with much
that Dr. Coombs has just said. We have felt, however that at

London. a workable compromise was achieved. We are prepared to

accept that compromise. Like the Belgians, we had avery reason to

expect that at Geneva. the work of the preparatory Committee 'at its
Second. Session, would be to refine and make more perfect the Charter

that emerge from London, but not to effect redical alterations of

substance. We regret that our expectations in that respect are not

being fulfilled.

The work of the Preparatory Committee for the preparation of a

Draft Charter is now nearing completion. We are in a position to

anticipate the nature of the final results. We have endeavoured to
assess these results in relation to our position and in relation to

ER
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the general interest of all. Let me indicate by a few

illustrations which of the matters are causing us particular concern.

I wish first of all, to examine the position ofagricultural
exports under the proposed Charter. These exports have always held

a vital place in our economy and in our international trade. The

Draft Charter, as it emerged from the London meeting, and as it is

being further elaborated upon here, would for all practical purposes

accomplish very little for farm products in removing the arbitrary
barriers to trade which have been so harmful to us in the past. The

many escape clauses which have been inserted into the Charter, both

specificallyand indirectly, for agriculture, constitute a menacing
loophole for the continuation of extreme agricultural protectionism.

We cannot resist the feeling that an unjustifiable and invidious

distinction is being proposed in the treatment of agricultural and

other exports.

Turning to a more general matter, I should like to state our

impression of the direction in which our discussions are moving in

regard to one of the central purposes of the Charter, namely the

removal of the prohibitive and quantitative restrictions to trade.

The proposed rules for the limitation of these restrictions have
necessarily included appropriate exceptions.
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However, here at Geneva we have been confronted with a great
number of proposals which in one way or another wouuld intro-

duce further important exceptions into almost every part of

the Charter. Unless we can are, in our common interest

to limit these except ions to the essential and justifiable;

minimum, only the barest shred of thegeneral rulewill

remain.In the past, except as a war-time measure, Canada

has not employed quantitative restrictions to any significant

extent. We hopethatthe conditions of world trade following

our work here wukk not force; us to use tthem in the future.

Unless the Charter which we are now drafting will be really

effective in clearing the channels of trade of arbitrary

obstacles, the particular difficulties which we face will

be greatelyintensified.

The Belgian Delegation has mentionedthe special position

of countries making extensive use of the method of state trading

We agree that suitable provision must be made for this method

of trading. We are disturbed however, bythe nature of some

of the amendments which have been put forward at Geneva for

the treatment of this problem. If certain of these amendments

and adopted it would indeed place. the Statetrading countries

in an advantageous position. In our opinion, it is of the

highest importance that the Charter should. establish an

equitable relationship in the field of international trade

between the differingforms of economic organization. The

balance should not be tilted in a particular direction on the

ground of administrative convenience or for any other reason

We have never been happy about the Articles of the Charter

which are intended to remove the harmful offects of State
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subsidies upon international trade. To us it appears that

those Articles aremore more noteworthy for the escape clauses which

they contain than for the principals whichthey enunciate.They

can have ralatively little offect. For country such as

ours, which is dependent upon the export of such a largo

proportion of its total production, this is a matter of

particular concern.

One of the most difficult problemas which the Proparatory

Committee has had to face is that of harmonizing the differing

Positions of the more highly developedandtheless developed
countries. We have always been sympathetic to the desires of

the loss developed countries to promotethedevelopment of their

economies. Weregard the rapid achievement of this objective

as an essential partoftheprocess for the general improvementin

standards of living and the expansion of trade We have been

prepared to envisege such axceptions from the general rules

which right be legitimate and helpful to that end. We have

been disappointed, however, at the great emphasis that has been

placed upon purely protective devices for the promotion of

development. In the first place we feel that this is entirely

unrealistic from the standpoint of the under-daveloped countries

themselves. Secondly, if the wiishes in those respects are met

it is clearly impossible to achieve any fruitful results from

our discussions here,.

The Belgian statement has referred to the preferential

arrangements between certaingroups of countries, Canada has

always been prepared to consider the reduction of climination of

preferences as an integral part of a reciprocal and mutually

advantageous rultil toral agreement. We have entered the

tariff negotiations with a determination to proceed steadily

towards the conclusion of a generally satisfactory agreement

- l8 -



on tariffs and trade weare conerned, however, about the

relativly slow pregress which is being made in other sets of

tariff negotiations from which we expect to derive the general

benefits its resultingfromthe reductions of high duties and the

binding of low duties. Some of these tariff negotiations include

a number of complicated negotiations involving a largenumberof

products on both sides. Wehope that all of us will now show more

determination tocomplete our negotiations by the target date set

for the signature of theGeneral agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I should liketomake a generalcomment

uponthe natureoftheinternational organization which we are

seeking to build. One result of thelargeflow of conflicting

amendments has been to try to reach compromises by positioning more

and more of the awkward decisions through placing them upon the

shoulders ofthis new Organization, The proposed Charter is how

filled with references to difficult and complex matters which are

to be determined by the Organizations This is one consequence of

the multiplication of execeptions from, the application of general

principles.Werealize that a certain flexibility rust be pro-

vided for to meet future events and in the application of general
rules to particular circumstances.While that flexibility is

desirable, it must not be pushed to the extent that it would con-

stitute such a. burden upon a newand inexperienced organization

that the whole scheme be comes unworkable. This aspect ofthe

results of our work thus for has caused us serious approachension

We fear that we are building uphigh hopes which it be difficult

to attain in practice.

Every country represented hare has particular problems and

difficulties . Our purposes can be achieved only if there is a

disposition toward mutual sacrifice and accommodation. We

sincerely hope that we can regainand maintain that spirit of

comprmise which at earlier stages of. our work held cut the praise
of a successful outcome, an outcome which all of us could
conscientiously recommed to our governments.

S E/PC/T/EC/PV.2/17
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CHAIRMAN Monsieur Augenthaler

H.E. S. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman,

Gentlemen, I feel deep sympathy with the sorrows of my friend

Mr, Forthomme and of the Belgian delegation and I think that we,

Czechoslovakia, understand very wall what it mans to be a small

territorial unit, specializing in the processing industries and

dependent on imports of raw materials and foodstuffs which can be

paid for, and this includes services only by the export of

manufactured articles. I dare say that in this respect our

situation is even more difficult than that of Bonelux as we have

neither the Congo, nor other overseas territories, nor wealthy

neighbours and, as it was rightly said, we have to pay for our

distance from the sea by tightening our belts.

The difference between our ideas and those of Belgium is, I

think, the point of view from which we consider those difficulties.

I feel that the memories of pre-war depressions are casting a deep

shadow on our work here, especially as we are conscious that we

cannot be guided by the facile optimism as was the case after 1918.

This is the reason for so many escape clauses and I am afraid that

everybody tries to have seat next to the emergency exit

wondering if he will not be overrun by other stronger than himself

should the alarm sound.

I doubt if we can help that feeling, as long as we have not a

reasonable degree of social and economic security. We agree here

with the opinion that the restrictions on world trade impose. in

the period 1929-32 were not the reason of tho contraction of the

international trade, but rather a consequence of the already

existing crisis.

The Economic and Social Council when deciding to call an

International Conference on Trade and Employment place as the
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first item of our agenda the following topic: International

Agreement relating to the achievement andmaintenance of high and

stable levels of employment and economic activity, I think that

the Economic an.SociaI Council was expressing the opinion that

only in a world where there are stable levels of employment, freer

trade can develop to the extent envisaged in the Charter. I doubt
that

that the work/has so far been done here has been very fruitful

towards an international-agreement on whatwe call full

employment but I agree that as countries have different political.

and social institutions it is difficult for them to accept strict

obligations in this field.

As for ourselves, we are convinced that the world cannot reach

a reasonable degree of economic and social stability without some

control of economic activities, especially as this system can do

what is normally beyond the reach of private enterprise, namely,

it can make allowances for social reactions.

If a country is trying as we are to achieve this aim, it must

also have possibilities to employ certain instruments for

carrying out its plans and those instruments should. not be

considered as something contrary to the spirit of the Charter or a

king of special privilege accordedtotherespective country.

The Belgian declarationmentioning state tradingassumes that this

for of trading is the opposite of free trade also in commercial

policy. But the opposite of free trade in commercial policy is

protectionism which is not the same thing as state trading.

State trading is only a certainform of enterprise and as we

cannot infer from the the that, if there are enterprises in the

form of private fires, a certain state will eitherembark upon a

policy of free trade or protectionism so we cannotassume the
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same about a state where there areother forms of enterprises than

private ones

AIso a controlled economy cannotbe regarded as the opposite of

a free trade economy as there is mainly a differencein form and

not in substance. It is only this form, quantitativerestrictions,

which in the past was an instrument of a restrictive, that is

protectionist policy, vhich tempts one to assume that economic

control necessarily is the opposite offree trade. Butneither a

controlled economy nor State trading arein fact anobstacle to an

expension of world trade and thedecisive criterion whether a

restrictive policy is pursued or not has to be looked for in other

factors than in questions ofform. On the contrary, one has to

emphasize that meant of economic control can be more favourable to

anexpansion of world trade than the meansused by countries which

do not actively interferewith economic development.

- 22 -
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we agree that the most difficult problem of a planned

economy is to find the means for bringing it in harmony with

international trade relationss. Wehave experiencesfromthe past

as to the functioningof "free trade', but we have had. very

little experience until now with planned economies with the

exception of the Soviet Union, but this case is quite different

from our own and from that of most other countries dependent to a

large decree on international traderelations. .t this moment

many different elements are obsering the issue at stake because

we are alsoengaged in considerations which in themselves have no

bearing on state trading as for instance difficulties arisingout

of shortages of certain primary commodities, post-war exhaustion,

difficulties of balance of payments and scarcity of hord currencies

etc. Only when those difficultiesdisappear, shalll we be able to

findthe best possible means of international economic co-opera

tion. That iswhy we feelthat some provisions of theCharter may

prove entirely superflous and that on the other hand some new

ones mightbe needed. As I already remarked at the opening of the

second session, we live in a changing world, and. it is extremely

hard to find at this moment the best possible forms for what is

not yet define. Ifwe tryto apply the past formulas to future

former of economic life we may do great damage toeverybody

I think; that we must wait t for a while and work out detailed rules

in accordance with individual cases as they come before ITO,

especially when, as I already said, the present difficulties, which

are mostly not structural but a consequence of the war, will

disappear. I think that theAngle-Saxonworld knows very well

what customary law means, and how it takes shape. That isexactly

what we thinkwill happen to the planned economies in their

internationalrelations

G
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I apologise, Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, for these remarks,

because as you have probably observed, we have always avoided.

any discussions on broad principles, convinced that they can

hadly help us in our work. But as the Delegate a Belgium has

now made his declaration of principles we think that it might

be of some help if we define our attitude to the Charter and to

the work on which we are engaged here.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. N.J. WU (China.): Mr. Chairman, I believe we have all

studied with great. interest and close attention the statement

made by the Belgian-Luxmbourg Delegation at the Executive
Session on the 9th June, giving, a warning signal that wc are

heading in the wrong direction and not in the way we intended to

proceed. It pointed out that the discussion of the Charter,as it

is now developing, tends to establish a status of privilege for

certain categeries of countries, particularly the under-developed

and the war devastated countries. China being one of the

relatively under-developcd countries, as well as a country

which has been devastated by the war, the Chinese Delegation

feels constrained to speak a few words in explanation of its

position at this Conference.

The Chinese Deleation has great sympathy with the intentions

underlying the statement, but feels that the Belgian-Luxembourg

Economic Union sees to regard itself as a Cinderella with .er

sisters receiving all the favours that they can get. I do not

know what others think about it, but China, for one, does not

think that she has the privilege of being considered as one of

the favoured sisters.

China does net indulge in all-embracing state trading.

It has- never concluded any proferential. arrangement or Customs

Union with any country. Its exports of primary commodities

cannot yet enjoy a protective market. Trast and cartel are

practically unknown in China. Some Delegations may have thought

that the under-developed countries such as China are going to

profit by the provisions of the charter concerning protective

measures and quantitative restrictions, but they have evidently

not seen the great sacrificiesthese under-developed countries

will have to make in granting the unconditional most-favoured-

nation treatment and the national treatment to the imported
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products of all the countries including Belgium and Luxembourg.

It is clear to all that countries with industrialisation still

at the early stages will have great difficulties in establishing

new industries on a competitiv basis with the imported products,

and in finding external, markets without special measures which

were once the order of the day, and which are now roundly

condemned as discriminatory.

It may also be noted that certain exemptions to the general

elimination of quantitative restrictions are quite in accord

with the spirit of the Provisions of the International Monatary

Fund concerning exchange controls, of which Belgium is a party.

For exchange controls, if permitted by the Fund, have the

equivalent effect of quantitative restrictions.

Indeed, looking at the Draft Charter purely from the angle

of national interest, each country may regard herself as the

Cinderella and all the others as the favoured sisters, and no-one

would feel satisfied with it at all. However, we must bear in

mind that International agreements must be based on the spirit

of compromise and mutual concession and sacrifice. Here we

have Delegations representing 17 nations, not to mention the

number of countries that will be invited to participate later on.

These are nations that have attained varying stages of economic

development, with different sizes of national wealth, natural

resources, different traditional concepts and habits and forms

of social life. In order that nations with such diverse back-

grounds might work out a common programme for an expansion of

world economy and an increase in international trade, it is

necessary to strike a judicious balance between their varying

interests and viewpoints, the existence of which makes it

impossible for any one economic principle to over-ride all others.

V-26-
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The Preparatory Committee has been given the task of searching,

through discussions, for the largest possible common ground

among the welter of different and even conflicting concepts

and interests. The finding of this common ground is necessarily

a process of give and take, in the course of which each parti-

cipating nation has to abandon soma of its views in exchange

for what it regards as adequate compensation.

The Chinese Delcgation, as stated above, does not regard

the present Charter as a perfect one, and is not always in

agreement with the amendments proposed thereto, yet it has

never allowed the one-sided viewpoint to warp its judgment as

to the value of the Charter discussions.

I wish to reassure you, Mr. Chairman, that in spite of

her present economic difficulties brought about by enemy

occupation and accentuated by her relatively slow pace of

industrialisation, China, like the Belglan-Luxembourg Economic

Union and other members of the Committee, is prepared to contri-

bute her share to the successful conclusion of the Charter,

which will lay the foundation for higher standards of living,

full employment and the social progress and development in all

countries.

E/PC/T/EC/PV.2/17V.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation) I have no other speakers on my

list, but I cannot believe that there are no delegateswhowishto
take the floor.

Mr. L.C. WEBB (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, the necessity for
any substantial contribution to this debate by the New Zealand

delegation. has, in the main, been removed by the statements by

Dr. Coombs and Dr. Augenthaler, and with a greator part of those two
statements we find ourselves in substantial agreement. But I would

like to underline one point which arises out of a very striking

passage at the conclusion of the Belgian delegates statement. He

said that the warlike techniques of 1940/1945 were infinitely more

deadly than those of 1914/1918. In the same way, the techniques

of economic warfare in the future will make those of 1930/1939

appear childish. Now, it is just at that point that we find our-

selves unable to follow the line of reasoning followed by the

delegate of Belgium. These economic weapons which are referred to,

are in fact economic controls, and the result that you get from an

economic control corresponds to the intention. If the intention is

restricted, the result is restricted, If the intention is an

economic expansion of the given economy, the result can be an

expansinist result. We do not believe that any good result is to

be obtained by prohibiting or outlawing the use of economic
controls, and endeavouring to establish for all countries and
all products the regime of liberal trade, because it is our view that
while liberal trade may have conferred certain very notable
benefits on the world, thereare, manifestly, problems which liberal
trade has not soIved and will not solve, and one of those problems
is presented by the word trade in primary products.
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We have had much discussion at different times in this

Conference as te whether highly industrialized economiesare

less unstable than eccnomies which depend upon primary pro-

ducts. I do not want to enter into that discussion but I

would just say this: that there was one statement which I

did not believe could be controverted, that in the peried

between the two wars fluctuations in world marrket prices

of primary products were relatively greator than the fluctua-

tions in the prices of manufactured conneditics, with unhappy
results both to producers and to consumers. As a result of

that situation, there is scarcely a country in the world today

which specializes in exports of primary commodities which does

not resert to some form of State trading or State marketing,

and we hold that itwould be a disaster both to producers and

to consumers if, in the name of liberal trade, we were to go

back to the syster - or the lack of system - of marketing

primary commedities which existed before the advent of this

particular form of economic control.

I think it is also true that just as the technique of

liberal trade has not solved the problem presented by the

world tradein primary commedities,so it has failed to solve

the problem of under-developed countries.

TheNew ZealandDelegation has subscribed to the view

that perhaps the greatest economic task which lies before the

world in the immediate future is to develop the resources

and raise the living standards of vest areasof theworld

which are under-developedand where relatively low living

standards prevail.

Under the liberal trade practices of the past century

or more, the economic development of these areas has been

damentably slow and if we look to liberal trade techniques to
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develop those countries in the immediate future, then, in our

view, progress will continue to be lamentably slow.

In conclusion, We would refer to one point in particular,
It has many times been suggested in the course of this and other
discussions that every time this Conference departs fromthe

London Draft it has somehow fallen from grace. It is, I

think, agreed that the London Draft does represent a very

important and valuable stage in the development of the grand

design which we have in front of us, but we, for one, do not

feel and never have felt that a sort of sanctity surrounds the

London Dreft. It is indeed in some ways a happy compromise,

but I think all of us who have had experience in looking at

oompromises know that sometimes a compromise results in some

very bad reasoning being embodied in the resulting document.

I think I should say frankly that we have always felt that there

is in tho charter, as we have it now, a certain conflieting of

ideas. we have named certain objectives in the Charter which

are very important objetives and it seems to me to be an open

question whether these objectives can be reached by the road

of liberal trade.

We have talked of higher standards of living, full employ-

ment, conditions of economic and social progress and development;

we have talked about steadily rising levels of effective demand,

and we have talked about the avoidance of excessive fluctuations

in world trade. we have talked about the dovelopment of a

balanced world. economy. Nowwe have always felt that one halt

of the Charter appears to attempt to establish the doctrine of

liberal trade and another half of the Charter proposes objectives

such as I have mentioned, which may or may not be attainable by

that method, and it is our view that in this discussion, and in

previous discussions of the same nature, that essential conflict

of ideas ln the Charter has become more marked and creates more

difficulty.

E/PC/T/EC/PV.2/17S
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Of course there is a final reason, I think why we ought

to be a little wary of assuming that the London Draft has a

sort of sanctity; that is, that it is perhaps the very reason

which has been advanced in favour of that point of view.

have been told that theseventeen countries who were invelved

in that discussion reached very nice compromise, which is

embedded in this Draft, but it goes back, I think, to the

point I mentioned the otherday, thatwe are in very great

danger of assuming that this essentiallyis a matter of

reaching agreement betweenseventeen countries., It is not.

It is a matter of seventeen countries drafting a Charter

which is going to create a World Trade Organization.

we feel certain that if the Charter tips too far inthe

direction of liberal tradsand seeks to impose that pattern

on every economy, then the number of abstentions will be so

great that theWorld Trade Organization will either never0

come into existance or will play no very great part in the

economic development of theworld.
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CHAIRMAN: Mr wileox.

MR. C. WILCOX (United States): Mr. Chairman, we have been

here something more than two months and I think perhaps it is will

that we should pause for a stoak-taking on the progress of our

negotiations. I fear, however, that we are running the risk now

of going into another round of speeches in which each of us exposes

his particular economic philosophy.

I listened to onesuch round of speaches at the opening of the

meeting in London, to another at the close of the meeting in

London, to another at the opening of the meeting in Geneva, and I
listen to

am expecting to/another at the close of the meeting in Geneva.

I think we all understand very well what the economic situation

and the economic philosophy of each of the countries represented

here may be. I am greatly tempted by some of the things that

have been said to expose my own economic philosophy, but in the

interests of conservation of time I shall forboar

I suggest that we try to keep oureyes on the ball. we are

conceraed here with the progress of our negotiations. Now, if

there is anything that I have learnt from sitting at the feet of

Dr. Coombe and the other Professors in this University, it is

that two things are bound closely together - the tariff negotiation

and the negotiations with respect to the Charter- and that

within the Charter two things are bound closely together, one being

dependent upon the other, that is, the provisions with respect to

commercial policy in Chapter V, and the provisions of Chapters

III, IV and VI.
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Now I accept those two faces as being established. as the

basis of our negotiations, and approaching the problem from that

point of view we have heard it said many times that some countries

will not be able to consider whether the Charter will be

acceptable to them until they see the results of the tariff

negotiations. well, how are the tariff negotiations progressing?

we have 120 possible combinations of bilateral discussions

on tariffs. Amongthose we have 95 schedulel. Up until 14 June

only. .5 of those pairs have had over 10 meetings each. Those

were the United States and Canada; United States and the United

Kingdom; the United States an Cuba; the United States and

Czechoslovakia; and the United States and Norway.

.here were other pairs that had had 5 or more meetings

Those were the United States and Brazil, the United States and

France, the UnitedStates and India, the United States and

Lebanon and Syria, United States and China, Canada and France,

Canada and Norway, Australia and France.

In 13 cases there have been 5 or more meetings with respect

totariff negotiations. 0f those 13 the United States has been a

party to 10, Canada has been a party to 3, France aparty to 3,

Norway a party to 2. No other country has been a party to more

than one,

Now I grant you that a purely statistical analysis of that

sort does not show you what the progress of the negotiations may

be; but I doubt very much if countries are making pronounced

progress towards agreement on tariff rats if they have not met

as many as 5 times,

I am quite concerned about the proress of the tariff

negotiatians. I have heard it said that we should pushahead toan early conclusion to thesenegotiations,thatweshould not
plan to be here in the indefinite future, and with that I am quite

in agreement. I only suggest that the statistics indicate that if

E/PC/T/EC/PV.2. /17_ 33 _
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we have any intention of meeting the target date we have establishe

for ourselves, we must all get a move on - and I say that to the

Members of my own Delegation as well as to my colleagues from other

countries.

In the case of the Charter, we have been told by certain

countries that they will find it impossible to accept the

provisions of Chapter V with respect to commercial policy unless

there is attached to therm the provisions of Chapters III, IV and

VII; and if the character of those Chapters is impaired, they

would. prefer to reject the Charter as a whole.

I am willing to accept that. The only thing I want to say

about it is that it works both ways. That if the Charter is going

to be acceptable we must preserve both sides of the balance.

A great manyAmendments have been introduced to the Charter at

this meeting. Some of them involve merely textual improvements,

and I think that in this respect we are making so makingsome progress

towards clarifying sections which were obscure, and expressing our

meaning in better wording.

Some of the proposed Amendments involve what appear to be

minor escapes from relatively minor types of restrictionism

practised by a single country.

Well, these things may be annoying, and they may absorb a

great deal of time in negotiation, and perhaps we will have to

accommodate some of these things to meet the needs of particular

countries, and perhapswecan talk people out of some of these

things; but that cannot be regarded as an assault upon the

fundamental character of the Charter itself.

There are, however, I believe, certain Amendments that have

been introduced that would destroy the whole edifice that we have

sought to construct, and against those we must stand like a wall of

stone .
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theDelegate fromNew Zealand has said that compromises
may be illogical and may involve a conflict of ideas, and

I think perhaps that is true; but they are none the less

necessary. I do not see, for my part, how we can hope to

arrive at any sort of an agreement, how we don'thope to

establish a workable Organisation, without compromise.

AsAbraham Lincoln remarked, if we don'thang together,

we are sure to hang separately.

I wouldagree with the Delegate of New Zealand that the

London Text is not sacrosanct, that it can be improved in

particulars; but there is something that we achieved in London

that is necessary and essential, and if we lose it we are

doomed to failure, and that is a practical and working balance

of interests. That means that in this Meeting we mustwork

ourselves baok to the sort of a balance of interests that we

achieved in London. That does not mean in the some words, it does

not mean in the same detail, but it does require the same

fundamental balance.

When we get through with that, we shall have to look at the

Charter as a whole, and we each of us shall have to accept it

or reject it as a whole. We have always recognised the necessity

and the desirability of meeting the situation that exists in the

world where some economies are semi-individualist and some

economies are more nearly, or completely, collectivist. We must

find a way to worktogether.

We have also recognised the necessity of meeting the problem

that is created by the fact that various countries are at various

stages of economic .development. I think a compromise based on

that recognition is desirable. I think it i s sound. We will

standbyit.Wewouldnot for a moment suggest that it be
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chang ed.

The Delegatefor New Zealand has said that we must not

tip the balance too far towards liberal trade. I would

suggest that we must not tip the balance too far in the other
direction.

I can assure you that if we do, this Charter will not be

accepted in the United States.
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I told rny Delegation when we first arrived in Geneva

that they should be prepared for a great deal of bad news.

I said they would be told by the Press that this meeting was

being carried on in secrecy behind closed doors, and that all

sorts of things were being done here at a high rate of speed

that would be extremely damaging to the interests of the Unitcd

States. They would also be told that the Delegates were

sitting behind these closed doors doing nothing whatsoever,

and that the Conference was making no progress. They would

also be told that the Conference was imminent danger of

breakdown, and that. Country "A" or Country "B" wasabout to

walk out. I said to them, all those things will be said and

none of them, will be true.

I do share the feeling that has beensuggested by my

colleagues from Belgium and Holland and Canada that certain

of the developments at this meeting have been, fromour point

of view, undesirable and pointing in the wrong direction.

They are not yet, I am happy to say, accomplished facts.

I have seen a great many piecesof long blue paper that

contained ideas which were to me quite as unacceptable as

those that had got into print at Geneva, and I am happy to say

that they did not appear -at least all of them- in the draft

that finally emerged in London.I do not think that thereis occssioninourpiesantsituation for undue alarm. We mustworkourselvesoutto a
solution that will be acceptable to all of us. I am Surethat we shall do so. Weshall do so becauseweareallof
us in a situation where, w!hatever we say on the surface, weknow in our heartsthatnoneofuscanafford to see this
project fail.
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I would reject completely and emphatically any suggestion

that we must be satisfied with moderato or limited results. I

would reject completely any suggestion that now is not the time

for us to face the economic problems of the world--that we should

wait. Wait until when? Until we are committed to policies

that will put us in a worse mess than we are in today? I ask

you: if we cannot now face our problems, when can we? Have we

not learned anything? Must we wait until after the third World

War? I think we know, all of us, that the answer to that must

be in the negative.
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CHAIRMAN (interpretation): Are there any other delegates

wishing. to speak?

Mr. J.R.C. HELMORE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman , I shall
try and be brief. I am afraid I shall depart from Mr. Wilcox's

principle of not taking about the point of view of my country.

It is that one I understand best, and I also firmly believe that,
for the United Kingdom'stradingpositiontobeaadequately dealt

wlth under this Cherter is essential for the rest of the worId, for
a long time to come. No doubt, ifitwere not properly dealt with,
the rest of the world would readjust itself in tire, but I think it
will be a long tine and a vary uncomfortable time for everybody.
Now, this wholeproject began.Mr. Chairman, with the Transatlantic
Charter and the mutual aid agreement. It was a great idea in the

middle of the Great War, and we owe very much to the great President
of the United States. Later on, in 1945, we and the United States

were the joint spensorsof the proposal.Iam going to ventureto

quote some words fromthe joint statement by the United States and

the United Kingdomwhen the proposals were published. They were:

"Equally the government of the United Kingdom is in full agreement
on all important Points in these proposals, and acceptsthemas a

basis for international discussion, and it will, in common with the

United.States government, use its best endeavours to bring such

discussions to a successful conclusion in the light of the views
expressed by other countries."

There are two important points in that statement. One is that

the conclusion should be successful, and the other is that it should
be done in the light of the views expressed by other countries. I
woul agree, Mr. Chairman, with those who have said that while the

London compromise is not sacrosanct - and I would go on to say that
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It was not by any means ifone if one counts up the numbers of

reservations in the London Resort - nevertheless, we were in sight

of reaching a successful conclusion. I think, Perhaps,the

comparative success of London has encouraged the Second Session of

the preparatory Committee to try to go too far inmeeting thisor

the other point of view. People have said:"Well,here is a

pretty good Charter. Welike iton thewhole." "The fit of the

suit of clothes is quite good, but I would just like to get the

tailor to alter the fitting under the left arm-hole." Or: "I

would like another half-inch the trousers." Or: "I would like

the callar cut slightly differently." And we, the seventeen

tailors, have perhaps been rather too accommodating in the mass.
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It is perfectly truck, that the suit of clothes has gots fit tho

world an,- it is our duty to seethat, whilst we donot spoil

the suit bymakingtoomany altoration, nevertheless it is

one in whichthe world has room to work. And quitesoon,

accordingtomymind-comparatively soon, at anyrate-theGovernmentsofthecountriesropresentedherewill have a
etancetosaywhetheritsuitsthen or not, becausewe are

here notonlytodrawuptheDraftCharter forsubmission toseveral othercountries,but,astheDelegate of New Zealandsaid,wearealsohopingtosigntheGeneralagreementon
tariffs andTrade,and that will incorporate, inone way or

another, practicallyall that is in the Draft Charterandsome

tariff concessions or some tariffagreementsas wel. And:..nts us wcell. .nd

nts will have to face thenis: :Shallwefc_ then is: " 4

is oatter oiffith th.i cr without this?"

ut is this: we can go on up to -.; c-.n ;sn up

tering, changing, but whenwe have done but wh-;n ;e hn.ve d

will be completely satisfied -the :p1te1y sntisi'ic;d -

choiccess or failure; there is no other E; there is ne othz

failure,as I saidat the beginning .s I s'i& :t thu b{i

odyis going to suffer. So, whenwe n-, ; suf or. Sc, -w

saying - as the New Zealand Delegate did - Z aland D.le.,-.te d

alance two far oneway, this willbe er clic; way, this wi

ny nations that it will fail, it seemedit viill feul, it see

ltogether too light-hearted a view ofe liht-hcarted a view

ffailure

o myBelgian colleague, whoseBzl;_ian czlle.gue, w

think, arevery much the some as thesey Lrauch the sec.e as

- his country has the same sortof :.s th, smt e sfirt D

n the same way, principally by importingncipally by ir.portin

terials and exporting manufacturedd exp;rti_ ranuf.actu
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goods; he will also have t o think whether really the privilegos

that he referred to havegpme sp far that thewholething is

not worth while, but it will not then be a choice between going
forward - maybe not nearly so far as we should like - or going

right back.

I have been endeavouring, Mr . Chairman - as I export every

Delegate has here - to think forward to what I shall say when

the time comes when it is my duty to give some advice, which-

naturally enough may be accepted or rejected, as to wheither

the Charter or, rather, the general clauses of the Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade and the Schodule are satisfactory or not.

I find myself - às Dr. Coombs would say - on nearly every

question we have had, in vary groat difficulty in making up my

mind one way or another, but I .ust confess that, so far as the

tariff negotiations are concerned, I do not feel particularly

confident about the kind of advice that I sobeabletogive.

As far as the Charter goes, I do not yet share all the

apprehensions that have been expressed.I think itis rather a

surfeit of the Geneva dict of blue paper, which has not yet been

digosted, that causes some of the apprehension. I looked

rather carefully at the points put by my Belgian colleague and

I though he was taking rather a gloomy view. But, none the

less, I think he has done a very great service in making everyone

wonder whether we are not driven; rather close to the edge Just

at the moment.
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CHAIRMAN ( Incerpretation): Gentlermen, the next speaker on

my list is Monsieur Baradue of France.

Before givirig him the floor, however, I would iike to know

whether there are other delegates wishing to take part in the

debate, because if such is the case, I will be able to know

whether another meeting is necessary or not.

MR. LOBARAK (Lebanon)(Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, it

will all depend on the decision made at the end of this debate.

For the time being the debate has been purely platonic, the

questions, ornamental questions and questions of form. The

United States delegate has faoed the Committee with the

responsibility. and has posed the problem in the same way, as

Monsieur Forthomme had the courage to do it, I think, frankly

we have to make a decision after this debate.

The Committee seems to be divided into two groups. The

question is to know whether the Members will follow the United

States delegate, or will each keep to their own position, and in

that case I do not know what would be the end.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation); The delegate for Brazil.

MR. L.D. MARTINS (Brazil.) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, it

was not our intention to intervene in this very interesting debate.

I did not want to tell you the various imperfection which, in our

opinion, are contained in the Charter, but after the statement

made by the delegate of the United States,in the name of the

Brazilian delegation I wish to say that we have only one thing to

do and that is to continue our efforts.

- 43 -J.
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CHAIRMAN- (Interpretation): I would like to answer the

delegate for the Lebanon. He said that this dabate had been

purely platonic, but I hope that it will remain platonic and that

the debate will be confined to a discussion of ideas.

I must say that, speaking for myself I do not see this clear-

out position that the delegate for the Lebanon just mentioned.

I think we are all, on the contrary, in agreement with the

delegate for Brazil who said that we must continue our efforts in

our work.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate ofFrance.MR.BARADUC(France)(Interpretation): Itisnot myintention,Mr.Chairman,todeliver a speech, and I will have
only a few brief remarkstopresent.As Mr.Wilcoxmentioned.allDelegates have had ample

opportunitytoexpandherewhatMr. Wilcox has called theireconomicphilosophy,andtheFrench Delegation wish to remind
the Committee that on the l1th April,1947,Mr.Philip, at the

beginning of this Conference, madeanopening speechindicatinginaveryaccuratewaythe Frenchposition,which is
unchanged

i would like to add the two followingremarks.

IwouldliketoremimdtheCommitteethatFrance, as well

as the United Kigdom,andIdonotthinklessthatn Belgium, is

so to speak, vowed to international trade by its situation and

by its economic conditions. Its prosperity and the raisins of

its standardsoflivingare closely connected with, and.

dependent on, the development of international exchanges; and

that is the reason why, apart from the ideals which have always

animated Frace and its successive Governments,our interests

engage us on the way proposed by the United. States Delegate.

I will remind you that we inspired ourselvesonthispolicy at the

time we negotiated the Lend-Lease agreement, and particularly
when we signed the famous Article 7, In our negotiations with the

U. S., we have always stated we were in complete agreement with

the substance of theïr proposal, andFrancemaintainedthis

positionandwildoits best to achieve the triumph of these

views.

However, and IdonotthinkinsayingthatIwouldbe in

disagreementwith the Delegate for Belgium - we are, in any case,
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so close to his Delegation that no rnisunierstanding between us

seems possible - but I think I will not be in Misagreement with

the Delegate of Belgium (nor even with Mr. Wilcox, who has shown

recently, again,all his unterstaniiing oftheposition) if I say

that our work here has for its essential aim to assure

international exchange,andthatwemust reach this aim by steps

and gradually.

Ithinkthatifwe want to allow the various countries to

engage upon honest andpractical competition between nations,

it is indispensable to re-èstablish before some sort of

equivalents the conditions of production of the various Members

It is indispensable to take into consideration the fact that

some of the Member countries have been devastated by war, and

also to take into account the situation of the less-developed

countries which are raced by the necessity of building up

their economy and developing their industry.

I have myself full confidence in the success of our work,

and I believe that with mutual understanding we shall succeed in

building up a Charter which will be acceptable to all our

Governments, andIwould say that the French Government think

that the time has come now to reach this goal.

AsMr. Wilcox, and Mr. Helmore after him, rightly mentioned

if we do not reach this goal now, when shall we?

If we do not reach this goal now, we might lose an

opportunity of establishing an economic condition which will

enable us to avoid a new world conflict.
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CHAIRMAN: Are there no more speakers? I would like to

ask the Deleate of Belgium whether he wishes to answer.

M. Pierre FORTHOMME (Belgium): Since most of the speakers

who have replied to my statement spoke in English I will use

the same language:

Mr. CIairman, I suppose that having started this, I must say

a few words, but I feel very much like a child whose electric

train has been taken over by adults! Several of the speakers

here have Expresseà what I had in mind and the conception I was

trying to clarify much better than I succeeded in doing it myself.

I do not think it would be opportune now to try and reply to

certain of the points of detail which were raised in the course

of this debate. I think it can be done elsewhere, and I am at

the dispospe of the different speakers and Delegations for

any questions they would like to put to me.

There is only one, point which I may have to reply to, and

that is what the Delegate of Great Britain said when he asked

if I had realized exactly the choice that lay before us when i

made my statement. It is exactly because I realize fully that

that choice lay become a workable and acceptable Charter and

chaos that I wrote my statement and, maybe, that I made it so

gloomy.

The history of the world since I was born into it has bred

in me one conviction, and that conviction is that it is a

mistake to think that human affairs go through periods of

emergency where the only salvation lies in the united efforts

of everybody, without distinction of race, of creed or of

nationality, and that then there come periods of attained

safety where we can indulge in petty dissensions, in selfish

interests and in grouping together in rival clans. The fact
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is that the danger which threatens us at every moment is

division itself. As soon as we cease to work together, as

soon as we turn our backs upon each other, we are in mortal

danger; and if we do not write into everything we do, and

this Charter in particular, the necessity to help each other

along the way towards a better world, we will find that the

direrging paths we are going to follow will meet again in Hell,

CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): Gentlemen, I think that we

can all be grateful to have had an opportunity for this exchange

of views, and now let us try and build up the synthesis of

this debate. I believe that it is not possible to judge the

Charter on one particular Article. It is, perhaps, best to

forget for one moment the atmosphere of Committees, and broathe

the air of higher levels. On the other hand, it would be also

wrong to judge the Charter on particular interests alone in a

world which is not uniform; where the economic structure varies

according to the countries; where there are vast areas which

are not yet fully developed and where, last but not least, the

future is still uncertain.

It is desirable to have a simple Charter, 11.,h a few fixed

rules. However, compromise is often necessary, and a. safety

valve for some exceptional and particular eases must also be

provided for. Therefore, we have a need for a certain

flexibility which in the opinions of some people carries the

germs of weakness. However, it is essential that we recognize

the necessity of a Charter without worrying unduly whether it

will be fally applicable or not. As Mr. Wilcox has mentioned,

I do not consider that the situation of this Conference is

desperate. It is not so. It is incontestable that we work

for a necessary purpose. Therefore, gentlemen, let us work and

let us work well. This is the lesson of today's debate.
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Gentlemen, we shall convene tomorrow at 2.30 -p.m. in

Executive Committee, in order to study the document E/PC/T/1O1,

dated 18 june 1947, which is the Eighth Report of the Committee onTariff Negotiations. The meeting is adjourned.
The meeting rose at 6.15 .p.m.


